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I. Baffled by Karuta’s findings 
 

We at VerifWorks are on a mission to deliver excellence in verification quality so that the 
maximum number of design bugs can be found as well as at the earliest. VerifWorks’s Karuta is 
a  ML enabled dynamic analysis engine that qualifies the verification mostly done in UVM to 
achieve shift-left. We ran Karuta on some of the popular, opensource, non-trivial UVM codebase 
from Google, Cadence, Juniper, Ariane RISC–V, TVIP and more. Our analysis into these codebase 
reveal interesting results, that left us baffled. Below is a sneek preview: 

Perspective Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 
Reuse 66.66% 87.50% 54.16% 

Compliance 75.00% 87.50% 75.00% 
Performance 94.44% 55.55% 94.44% 

Debug 46.66% 60.00% 53.33% 
Functionality 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 

Productivity 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 
 
II. Deploying Machine Learning in Design Verification 
 

In today’s engineering, Machine Learning (ML) is applied across many disciplines. One of 
the primary requirements for ML is availability of high quality datasets. Attempts are being made 
to deploy ML in the process of design verification for the past several years by both EDA vendors 
and design houses. One of the challenges in this process is the lack of high quality, ideally 
opensource, datasets – or UVM testbenches.  
 

By establishing a set of high quality test vehicles (a la “datasets”) one can envision wider 
applications of ML to the DV field. Benefits of such approach are plenty including, but not limited 
to: 

• Use as training for upcoming ML tools addressing specific DV challenges 
• Help establish common coding practices with clear benefits visible across companies 
• Avoid any potential bias from isolated set of UVM leads/legacy coding styles; etc. 
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In this quest for high quality UVM datasets, our team searched for  non-trivial UVM code 
base. We found few of them with varying complexity ranging from as simple as APB IP UVC/VIP 
to a large SoC with multiple agents, env-s, scoreboards etc. At the outset, we would like to thank 
those engineers and their management to have donated such code base to the wider community.  
 
III. Strong disclaimer, seeking help!  
 

We sincerely appreciate the published UVM complex datasets.  Our goals in anlyzing these 
codebase are to learn about the users' styles, to analyze potential issues and consequences in using 
those styles, and to derive rules and styles that provide superior benefits.   
Our primary intentions of flagging these findings on these limited datasets are: 

• To share what we have found with wider community and seek experts’ advice as to 
whether some of these coding styles are acceptable or can be waived off 

• To arrive at a widely acceptable set of UVM (and verification at large) rules/guidelines 
that the industry can use across companies 

• To see if we are totally off-the-track on some of the rules/flagging issues 
 
IV. Typical expectations from a UVM deployment   
 

With UVM now a mature technology, there are several expectations on teams using UVM 
from its benefits standpoint. Below figure captures these from key stakeholders’ perspectives: 

                                           
V. UVM datasets, perspective summary  
 

VerifiWorks’s Karuta is a ML enabled UVM rule checker. We ran Karuta on available, 
open-source benchmarks (Datasets) like Open Titan from Google, Cadence UVM Ref Flow, TVIP 
, Ariane RISC-V, Juniper and more with a subset of rules (about 110 rules). The findings are 
summarized below. 
Karuta Perspective Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Data set 3 

Reuse 16/24 21/24 13/24 
Compliance 6/8 7/8 6/8 
Performance 17/18 10/18 17/18 
Debug 7/15 9/15 8/15 
Functionality 16/20 16/20 16/20 
Productivity 2/4 2/4 2/4 
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We are thrilled to be able to assist developers improve their UVM coding styles to achieve 

better performance, correct functionality etc. Also, equally these findings are invaluable to 
managers to see how their code-base is future-ready, reusable etc. Productivity index gives an idea 
of to both developers and managers on smarter techniques for their next projects. 
 

Below is an example user code demonstrating a poor style from performance perspective: 
 
uvm_config_db::set(.cntxt(this), .inst_name (“axi_ag_0”), .field_name(“*enable*”), .value(1) ); 
 

Below is an example for reuse perspective. 

                                    
 

We will be grateful to UVM enthusiasts across the globe to go deeper in these findings and 
analyze further. We will be showcasing this and more in our booth at upcoming DVCon 
(www.dvcon.org) USA 2020, Mar 2-4, in San Jose, CA, USA. Looking forward to seeing you 
there!  
You can learn more about the Karuta HERE. Meanwhile you can get in touch with us for more 
details and/or your own evaluation via support@verifworks.com . To get your Karuta evaluation 
please follow the link: https://tinyurl.com/karutauvm  
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